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Game 21, win No 20, routine three
points! That’s how it’s
supposed to read, but it’s never
quite like that. For the side to
have achieved what they have
so far this season, and who
knows what’s next, it has taken
a remarkable effort and it is
nowhere near over yet - we
have won nothing to date. But
points win prizes, and if we can
double the 60 accumulated to
date, then even I am confident
we will be crowned champions.



Again, there were over 350 inside the ground for kick-off, to keep our average near the 400
mark… a big, big thank you from the players, management and committee for your continued
support - it really does give the whole side a lift!



Fakenham Town arrived at the
Goldstar having undergone a
traumatic start to the season, and
on paper this was a routine three
points as per my opening sentence
- trouble is, of course, no-one told
Fakenham. Refusing to play a
game, rock bottom of the league,
no committee as such to guide
them off the field and no manager
to guide them on it. The future
looked pretty bleak not much more
than a month ago!

To their credit, a new chairman steadied the ship and got the club back on a sound footing,
and they arrived at the Goldstar three places off the bottom, with three wins and two draws
under their belts and I would guess those five positive results meant as much to the Ghosts
as the Seasiders current record means to the Felixstowe faithful. We both have our own
objectives, albeit some way away from each other, and I hope Fakenham survive this season
in their quest to maintain Premier Division football.

With Danny Crump still out of
action after his work related injury,
plus Sheridan Driver and Jamal
Wiggins side-lined through injury,
there were some positional as well
as personnel changes from
Tuesday night. A rare appearance
for Karl Knights between the
sticks, his first of the season the
most notable.

The visitors spent most of the first
45 minutes pinned in their own half

as wave after wave of attacks had them defending doggedly, and when Craig Jennings
played a neat flick shot over his left shoulder in the 6th minute from a Stuart Boardley corner
to open the scoring, the thoughts of cricket scores flashed through people’s minds. To their
credit, Fakenham dug in and defended solidly, getting men behind the ball and closing down
the space in front of them, restricting the home side to half a dozen chances.



Scott Chaplin, cutting in from the
left, saw his effort hit the bar and
rebound back into play, while
Jennings was just wide from a Joe
Francis cross as the home side
pressed forward. Taylor Hastings
almost scored a sensational effort,
spotting Luke Pearson off his line
he fired in a 40yard dipping volley
that Pearson just managed to push
over the bar as he scrambled back.
The Ghosts ‘keeper, prominent in
his pink jumper, pulled off a couple
of fine saves, a fine stop to deny Callum Bennett and another to deny Stuart Boardley, while
Joe Francis saw his effort deflected for a corner.

The visitors were pleased to hear the half time whistle, giving them chance to regroup and
they came out for the second period looking far more determined to take the game to the
Seasiders, and to their credit enjoyed a good share of the play in the second 45 minutes. In
fairness to the home side, the Ghosts didn’t look likely to trouble Knights with the Seasiders
back four fairly comfortable in dealing with any threat, and it left space in the Ghosts half of
the pitch which wasn’t there during the first period, and it was from a long ball that Jennings
raced onto that the Seasiders’ second goal came.

The Seasiders No9 got in the box when a clumsy challenge from Jimmy Williams brought
him down, with the referee immediately pointing to the spot with no protest from the Ghosts
defenders - it also brought a yellow card for the No 6, and Joe Francis stepped up to fire
home the Seasiders’ second goal from the penalty spot.
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